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ABSTRACT
We discuss further development of a modified force-directed graph
drawing placement algorithm for reducing wire length while placing
flexible blocks during the floorplanning stage of computer chip design.
An effective repelling perimeter allows floorplanning blocks and to
pass through each other during early stages of a run in response to
spring tensions on the edges, yet repel just enough to avoid overlap in
later stages. Pressure equalization equations permit flexible blocks to
reshape dynamically in reaction to penetration from neighboring
blocks. We present a number of experimental results demonstrating
the feasibility of this approach, achieving up to 31% wirelength
improvement over commercial tools.
Keywords
Graph-drawing, vertex overlap, floorplanning, spring embedding, force-directed
layout, geometric graph theory, geometric visualization.
1. Introduction
A major component of computer chip design consists of generating a
netlist layout. A layout provides a geometrically constrained placement of the
functional elements and their interconnections as specified by a netlist, which is
a large data set encoding the abstract logical structure of a computer chip.
Graphs and hypergraphs naturally model the functional elements and
interconnections of a netlist. However, rather than being dimensionless points,
the vertices represent rectangular chip elements with physical dimensions that
must be placed on a chip without overlap, while the edges represent wires
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whose lengths are restricted by timing delay constraints. Balancing the
conflicting demands of spreading out elements to prevent overlap while
simultaneously bringing them close together to minimize timing delays presents
significant challenges in the layout process.
Here, we build on our prior work [E-MGLP05], developing a physically
motivated graph theoretical model for floorplanning, an early step in the overall
layout process. Given a rough high-level grouping of related gates into blocks of
fixed area, together with their interconnections, a floorplan arranges these
blocks without overlap in the chip region, ideally minimizing wire length (and
hence timing delays, thus improving chip performance) by placing connected
blocks in close proximity. Often complicating floorplanning are flexible blocks
that may be reshaped as long as their areas remain constant, and a very large
range of block sizes. For a comprehensive introduction to chip design see
[Len90], for graph theoretical approaches, [Cac89], and more briefly, [EMG03].
Viewed as a purely abstract problem in graph drawing, floorplanning may
be formalized as follows. We start with a hypergraph whose vertices are
rectangular blocks, each with a fixed area and range of permitted aspect ratio,
and whose hyperedges correspond to the wiring connection among a set of
blocks. We the convert the hypergraph to a graph by replacing a hyperedge by a
claw, that is a copy of K1,n, as in Figure 1. For a minor reduction in computation
time, we model hyperedges of size 2 or 3 by cliques instead. This introduces a
set of dimensionless vertices, netstars, which may freely overlap the block
vertices. Vertices of a third type, pins, also dimensionless, occur in fixed
positions along the perimeter of the layout area and represent connections
between a block and the edge of the chip.

Figure 1. A wiring connection
(dotted lines) modeled by a
claw on a dimensionless center
netstar vertex.

The graph drawing challenge is then to place the rectangular block vertices
without overlap within a fixed rectangular area (the chip layout region) so as to
minimize the overall edge lengths.
The goal of reducing edge lengths naturally suggests force-directed graph
drawing techniques (see [Ead84]), wherein the graph is modeled as a physical
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system of masses (the vertices) and springs (the edges), with an iterative
algorithm based on Hooke’s Law then used to lay out the graph so that the
spring system is in equilibrium.
Heuristics that better integrate the three processes of floorplanning,
placement (locating the individual components), and routing (locating the
wires), have recently led to improvements in the layout process. This approach
has been taken in [CCPY00], one of the trailblazers in considering the signal
delays during the floorplanning process. By moving optimization techniques
usually not implemented until the routing stage into the floorplanning process,
they were able to achieve significant improvement in delay reduction for their
test case. Similarly, a number of publications and patents (see [VC04],
[MTB00], [EJ98], [Kim95], [CKP99], [CCX03], [Shi96], [SMMS94]) describe
notable improvements in automated layout by using force directed or
interconnect driven methods.
In a netlist layout application, the spring force values correspond to timing
delays on the wires, since timing delay (the amount of time for a signal to travel
along a wire from one block to another) roughly correlates to wire length.
Ideally, this forces floorplan blocks with short delays between them to be placed
close together. Unfortunately, the physical dimensions of the blocks usually
prevents them from being able to occupy the position determined by a simple
force-directed graph drawing algorithm. Various approaches, including bin
packing in [MTB00], cell shifting in [VC04], and congestion-based repulsive
forces in [EJ98], have been used to address the problem of preventing
overlapping. See also [CRS05, DETT99, DH96, FLM94, FR91, FSW99, KK89,
Tho04].
We have chosen to work directly with the blocks as physical objects, in
part because of the need for a floorplanning model to incorporate the
malleability of these floorplan blocks. We considerably modify force-directed
graph drawing techniques by developing a physical model that allows the vertex
blocks to ‘pass through’ each other and to adjust aspect ratios as needed while
approaching a solution.
The current paper builds on prior work, [E-MGLP05], further refining the
various force equations and adapting the algorithm to better incorporate timing
the interactions of the attraction, repulsion, and pressure equalization forces.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of these efforts with a number of experimental
results, achieving up to 31% wirelength improvement over commercial tools on
industry data sets.
2. Overview of the Algorithm
As in general for force-directed graph drawing, at the core of our
algorithm is an iterative process that repeatedly computes attractive and
repulsive forces, with temperature controls to assure convergence. Our use of
both local and global temperatures to control oscillation and force the system to
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converge to a solution, as well as our spring force computations, are fairly
standard. However, we modify the repulsive forces between blocks in three
ways. First, the blocks repel from a rectangular perimeter rather than a
dimensionless point, and repel only to this perimeter rather than simply
according an inverse square law. Second, this repelling perimeter grows
outward from the center of the block as the algorithm progresses, beginning
very small, and then eventually encompassing the given area of the block. This
allows the blocks to pass through one another early in the algorithm as the
system grossly positions the components, but prevents blocks from overlapping
as the system nears stability. We refer to this perimeter as the effective width
and height of the block at a given stage of the iteration. Thirdly, we compute
boundary pressures (depth of penetration by neighboring blocks) for each block,
and then adjust the aspect ratio of the block to equalize these pressures, thus
allowing blocks to find good shapes as well as positions in the final floorplan.
Specifics of the spring and repulsive forces are as previously announced in
[E-MPGL05], and we discuss the timing curves and pressure equalization
advances in further detail below.
Our input consists of:
• the rectangular chip layout area,
• the set of blocks, each with a prescribed area and degree of aspect ratio
flexibility (maximum and minimum allowed height and width),
• information about how the blocks are connected among themselves and to
the perimeter of the layout area.
The principal components of our algorithm are:
•
•
•
•

the spring equations on the edges,
the repulsion equations on the blocks,
the pressure equalization equations to reshape overlapping blocks
timing/temperature controls on the interaction of the above forces.

The output is a floorplan, where we seek to minimize the overlap and wire
lengths among connected blocks.

ALGORITHM OUTLINE:
while (system has not cooled)
For each vertex v (block or netstar)
For each adjacent vertex w (block, netstar, or pin)
Calculate Spring Force between v and w
For each vertex v (block or netstar)
Apply Spring Forces
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If temperature < threshold
For each vertex v (block)
For each vertex w (block)
Calculate the overlap for v and w
Update the maximum overlap (North, East, South, or West)
Calculate Pressure Equalization for v
For each vertex v (block)
Update the dimensions of v
For each vertex v (block)
Consider each vertex w (block)
If v and w overlap
Calculate the repulsion force of w on v
For each vertex v (block)
Apply Repulsion force on v
For each block
Decrease the temperature of the block
Decrease global gate relaxation constants
end while.
Critical
to
the
algorithm is how the
spring, repulsion, and
pressure
equalization
forces interact with one
Percentage
of force
another.
Currently the
applied
timing curves for these
interactions (under the
guise
of
temperature
controls in the code) look
roughly as shown in Figure
Iteration step
2. We presently adjust
Spring force factor
these by hand, but will
Block repulsion factor
ultimately initialize these
Pressure equalization factor
parameters based on raw
netlist data such as the
Figure 2. Timing Curves
number of nets and blocks
and the distribution of their
sizes.
We have also improved the pressure equalization heuristics. During early
floorplanning, it is common for a design to include blocks which do not have a
fixed aspect ratio, due to either undesigned logic (black boxes) or modules
which only have an area constraint. These flexible blocks may be reshaped as
long as their areas remain constant and their aspect ratios stay within given
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bounds. Intuitively, this flexibility should lead to better floorplanning solutions
than might be possible with rigid blocks. We are able to transform this
challenge into an advantage by dynamically reshaping flexible blocks toward
the end of a run in response to overlap from neighboring blocks. This has
allowed us to find floorplanning solutions with smaller overall wirelengths than
with fixed blocks.
For a block u we determine the maximum horizontal and the maximum
vertical penetrations by any blocks that overlap it. If the penetrations come
from neighbors (including possibly the bounding box of the chip region) on all
four sides, we reshape the block to equalize the maximum horizontal and
vertical penetrations, as in Figure 3. In the case that the penetrations come from
opposite sides, with at least one side not penetrated, as in Figure 4, we compress
the block only in that direction. If the block u is only penetrated on only one
side, or only on two adjacent sides, we do not reshape u, instead letting the
repulsion equations resolve the overlap in this situation. In any case, we do not
want to decrease a dimension if the penetration in that direction is greater than
half the dimension, since such an overlap is likely to be better handled by either
changing the shape of the overlapping block or by the action of the spring and
repulsion forces. Thus, we only consider penetrations into less than half the
height or width of a block.

u

u

Figure 3.
Block u
reshaping to equalize
pressures from all sides.

u

u

Figure 4. Block u responding
to
penetrations from two
opposite sides.
The new
penetration from the right will
be resolved by repulsion
forces, moving u towards the
unoccupied space to the left.

When a block u is penetrated on all four sides, then we equalize the
horizontal and vertical penetration pressures by setting them equal and resizing
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u accordingly, as in Figure 3. For penetrations from two opposite sides, we
reduce the appropriate dimension of u just enough to clear both penetrations (or
to the minimum allowed dimension), as in Figure 4.
As with the spring and repulsion equations, we incorporate the temperature
into this scheme in order to prevent oscillation and ensure the termination of the
algorithm. Thus, we set the new width of the block to be a convex combination
of the previous width and the equilibrium width we have just computed. As the
temperature of the vertex goes to zero as the algorithm progresses, the weight
placed on the previous width increases. The block reshaping is most critical for
fine tuning toward the end of a run, after the blocks have been grossly arranged,
so we only implement pressure equalizations later in the process (see Figure 2).
Our present Java implementation is an unoptimized development
prototype, with a current O(n2) run time resulting from the electrical repulsion
and pressure equalization equations considering every possible pair of the n
blocks. This has been reasonable since floorplans have relatively few
components. However, the average run time for large instances may easily be
improved by sorting the blocks by location (which will take time O(nlogn)) and
then for each block examining only the blocks which overlap it. The work
required to compute the spring forces is O(m), where m is the number of edges,
since these forces only act on adjacent vertices; as long as the graph is
reasonably sparse this will not impede the speed of the algorithm.
Currently we randomize block positions as the first step in the run. This
was for preliminary stability testing, to be sure we got good solutions
independent of the starting configuration, and to test that the algorithm would
successfully ‘untangle’ randomly snarled wires despite the obstruction of the
blocks. Although we do see consistently good results independent of the
starting position, when there are a small number of very large blocks relative to
the chip area then the amount of improvement may depend on the random seed.
3. Experimental Results
We have used several sample floorplans (both synthetic and realistic), as
well as small (gate level) data sets to develop our algorithm. The floorplan
examples I, II, and III shown below are derived from an ASIC-style
demonstration chip and incorporate challenges such as flexible blocks and
widely varied block areas. Floorplan I assumes fixed blocks, and further
reduction in wirelength was achieved in Floorplan II by allowing up to a 20%
change in aspect ratio. Floorplan III, in addition to large blocks with 50%
flexibility, incorporates the further challenge of many very tiny blocks that must
be arranged around the much larger blocks, a common occurrence in many
design examples. To adapt our approach to the presence of these small standard
cells, we ran two phases of our algorithm. In the first phase, standard cell
components were not subjected to repulsion forces, so they were able to overlap
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larger blocks at the end of the first phase. In the second phase, the positions of
the large floorplanning blocks were fixed and only standard cell components
were subjected to spring forces and to repulsion forces that moved them out of
the floorplaning blocks.
Our floorplanning heuristics also apply to small gate-level layout
problems, as can be seen from the standard cell ALU and Tdsp_Glue examples.
These data sets involve blocks representing individual gates which are
rectangles with fixed aspect ratios and fairly uniform sizes.
In all examples, an initial floorplan or layout was created using a
commercial auto-floorplanning tool. In a typical chip design flow, the results of
auto-floorplanning would be used as a starting point for further floorplan
refinement. We compare our results with the initial auto-floorplan results, using
total wire length as the figure of merit.
In some cases the commercial tool may impose constraints such as row
placement not implemented in our prototype, and also our current
implementation leaves some residual block overlap (noted in Table 1, as a
percentage of the chip area, and shown in black in the figures) which is
prohibited by the commercial tool. However, the improvements are of sufficient
magnitude not to be lost during minor post-processing adjustment.

Table 1.
Data Set

# blocks

ALU

# pins

# nets

Block
overlap

% wire length
improvement

84

31

107

0.06%

9%

550

501

757

0.26%

17%

15

57

269

0.03%

13%

15

57

269

1.43%

16%

15

57

269

0.96%*

31%

(fixed blocks)
Tdsp_Glue
(fixed blocks)
Floorplan I
(fixed blocks)
Floorplan II
(flexible blocks)
Floorplan III
(flexible
blockswide size range)
*Large block overlap
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Figure 5: Floorplan I.

Figure 6: Floorplan II.
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Figure 7: Floorplan III.

Figure 8: Commercial Layouts for Floorplans I & II (left),
and Floorplan III (right).
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Figure 9: Layout for ALU example.

Figure 10: Commercial Layout for ALU example.
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